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President's
Message
Dear TSIC Members,

March 2021 saw a Tasmanian State Election,
with the Liberal Party being returned to

It is my pleasure to present to you the

Government. As part of the election campaign,

Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council Annual

TSIC produced a comprehensive priorities

Report for the year ending 31 December 2021.

statement titled Fishing for A Future: A new

2021 bought a sense of déjà vu, with COVID

approach to marine resource management in

and market disruption continuing to dominate

Tasmania. This document called on the

the Tasmanian, Australian and International

incoming Government to commit to a 10-year

seafood landscape. And overlaying the COVID

strategy in support of our seafood industry,

issues was all the normal challenges we face

with a specific reference to our wild catch and

as an industry.

processing sectors.

TSIC continued to lobby long and hard for

As part of the election, the Liberal Government

COVID support throughout 2021 and in

committed to a Building our Fisheries Policy, a

partnership with other seafood and primary

$3 million support for fisheries, which included

industry sectors, we achieved a lot. The

a $2 million commitment over two years for a

Government waived $663,000 of fees; they

Wild Fisheries Action Plan. Included in this $2

implemented another small business support

million package was a Processor Grant

grant, and then ‘supercharged’ this grant. I

Scheme, which was implemented in late 2021.

know that all these initiatives provided

TSIC was instrumental in developing the ToR

significant support to many in our seafood

for this grant scheme.

industry. The Government also provided a
further 3 years funding, $320,000 in total, for

The Building our Fisheries policy also included

our Stay Afloat officer position within Rural

a big vote of confidence in TSIC through the

Alive and Well. This was a huge outcome

inclusion of direct support to TSIC, notably:

given the strain and stress faced by many

$100,000 over two year to assist TSIC continue

throughout 2021.

its educational work around maritime safety;
$150,000 over two years to TSIC to continue
its Eat More (Tassie) Seafood campaign;
$150,000
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over

three

years

Tasmanian Seafood Trails site.

for

TSICs

During 2021 it became increasingly apparent

The 2021 TSIC Board Election saw some

that resource access and resource sharing

welcome stability, with the re-election of Paul

would become an increasingly challenging

Richardson

issue for the commercial sector. During the

announcement of two new Directors, Greg

election campaign, the Minister committed to

Quinn and Rob Rattray.

and

Tim

Hess,

and

greater share of catch for East Coast
recreational rock lobster fishers. This was

There was also some significant changes

reiterated in the Recreational Sea Fishing

within the TSIC staff, with Grace leaving in

Strategy.

Council

early 2021 and Emma in August 2021. I want

supported the Abalone Disallowance Motion,

to make particular reference to Emma’s

going against scientific advice and increasing

commitment and passion for Tasmanian

the abalone daily bag limit back up to 10 per

seafood. She was a huge asset to the TSIC

person.

team for more than 5 years, and fantastic

And

the

Legislative

ambassador for our industry. We thank Emma
TSIC was instrumental in lobbying for a

and Grace for their time with TSIC. TSIC also

review of the Living Marine Resources

welcomed three new staff in 2021, Courtney,

Management Act (1995), which was formally

Rachel and Jane, and we also extended our

announced in 2021. We see this review

CE’s contract for a further 5 years. While

process as a chance to firm up commercial

Michelle continues in her role as Finance and

access

Administration

rights

and

commercial

seafood

opportunity, although the other sectors,

Manager,

offering

further

stability to the TSIC team.

recreational and Aboriginal, will be looking to
achieve the same.

There is no doubt that the challenges will
continue in 2022, but we have great team to

It should be evident that a longer-term plan

lead TSIC and the Tasmanian seafood

for the commercial sector is vital, otherwise

industry into the future.

we will lose our grassroots commercial fleet.
This will impact employment, economic
return

to

regional

communities

Stay Safe.

and

Tasmanian’s will lose access to quality,

Lindsay Newman

sustainable Tasmanian seafood. In 2022, TSIC

PRESIDENT

will

deliver

commercial

a

proactive

seafood,

campaign

highlighting

for
the

importance of our industry, and the reality
that

our

produces

commercial
seafood

for

seafood
everyone.

industry
Tassie

seafood is a critical part of the Tasmanian
brand. It is worth fighting for.
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Chief

Executive's

Message

2021 was unfortunately dominated by COVID.

In August 2021, the Tasmanian Government

It was another year where seafood, and in fact

announced a Business Support Package,

all other Tasmanian businesses, were juggling

which, after significant lobbying by TSIC,

the

Government

became a good fit for seafood. TSIC continued

requirements. Domestic and international

lobbying, arguing the amount provided was

travel

impact

simply not enough for struggling businesses,

people’s ability to travel, which in turn

and in September we were very pleased to hear

impacted

more

the announcement of a ‘Supercharge’ of this

frustrating, demand would bounce back, to

grant scheme. The outcome put meaningful

only disappear again. With several new COVID

amounts of money into eligible businesses.

forever

changing

restrictions

continued

seafood

trade.

to
Even

strains appearing, the reopening of the State
boarders in late 2021 bought with it a

Throughout 2021, TSIC continued to be

combination of anxiety and uncertainty, and it

engaged in the delivery of the Fisheries Digital

was inevitable that we would have a COVID

Transition Project. Who would have thought

outbreak in Tasmania.

that it would be so hard to transition from paper
to digital reporting for our seafood industry?

Despite consistent and persistent lobbying by

But when Government legal advice says you

TSIC, direct financial support for seafood

need an amendment to the Act to allow this

became harder to achieve. The States purse

transition, you are behind the eight ball right

strings had certainly tightened in 2021. There

from the start. Let’s hope for a transition to

were some wins related to the Liberal Party’s

digital sometime in 2022.

Building our Fisheries Policy, including the
rapid development and implementation of a

IN 2021, TSIC made a robust submission to an

seafood processors grant scheme. Hats off to

Inquiry into the Fisheries Quota System on

the Government for the unprecedented rapid

behalf of our grassroots fishers. This included a

development and delivery of this scheme, the

breakdown of profits to quota owners and

outcomes have provided a significant benefit

lease fishers (pre-covid), which was quite an

to many processors and grassroots fishers.

eyeopener. In this submission we asked three
key questions:
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Is a reduction in fishing fleet numbers and a

Other achievements in 2021 included:

shift in quota ownership away from the fishing

Delivery of the 2021 Tasmanian Seafood

fleet to investors, and more importantly

Awards

investors living outside of Tasmania, meeting

Delivery of the Seafood Industry Teacher

the principles and objectives of the LMRMA,

Capacity Building Program and Working

the Tasmanian communities’ expectations on

on Water program.

how our natural resources should be managed

Establishment of a Skills and Training

(returned to the State) and National Strategy

Support program

for Ecologically Sustainable Development?

Mental Health Training and Awareness
events

Is it equitable for those privileged enough to

TSICs success throughout 2021 was only

own quota, especially those residing outside

possible because of the dedication, hard work

Tasmania, to take the lion’s share of profit from

and passion of the TSIC staff: Emma

a Tasmanian community fisheries quota?

Woodcock, Courtney Quinn-McCabe and
Michelle Sims; and in the later part of the year,

Is the disproportionate distribution of profits to

our new recruits Jane McGann and Rachael

investors (who bear financial risk of their

Leer. After 5 years with TSIC, we were sad to

capital asset losing value) and divers (who take

see Emma move on from TSIC in 2021, but

on operational cost, and safety and regulatory

wish her all the best in her future endeavours.

risk) providing adequate economic return to
Tasmania, and the communities that fishers

I also want to express my extreme gratitude to

live and work in?

the

TSIC

Board.

Your

commitment

to

Tasmanian seafood, and ability to focus on
TSIC also made a comprehensive submission

the best interest of the industry as a whole,

to the draft Recreational Sea Fishing Strategy.

rather than any sector or personal interests, is

In this submission we clearly highlighted that

truly admirable. In particular I would like to

98% of Tasmanian’s do not recreationally fish

thank Lindsay Newman as President. Your

or fish less than 15 times a year. If they want to

leadership

put Tasmanian seafood on their plate, then

Tasmanian seafood is inspiring.

and

passion

for

TSIC

and

they are reliant on a viable commercial
seafood sector.

I am excited to have signed a new 5-year
contract as Chief Executive in mid-2021, and
look forward to steering the TSIC ship into the
future.

Julian Harrington
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
COMPANY SECRETARY
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Financial
Performance
Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2021

2021

2020

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
Other
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

1,855,234
24,174
1,879,408

1,409,086
52,614
1,461,700

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Property, Plant & Equipment
TOTAL NON CURRENT ASSETS

672,653
672,653

684,600
684,600

TOTAL ASSETS

2,552,061

2,146,300

TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,256,423

1,073,188

NET ASSETS

1,295,637

1,073,111

EQUITY
Retained Earnings

1,073,111

1,013,194

Surplus (Deficit) for the year

222,526

59,917

1,295,637

1,073,111

BALANCE
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Financial Position
2021 Profit and Loss
2021

2020

Membership Levies
Interest on Investments
TSIN Advertising
Project Sponsorship
Project Management Fee
TOBI Income
Other Income
COVID Recovery
COVID-19 Govt Support

151,668
11,434
30,198
48,454
192,000
13,477
14,608
224,000
22,000

218,878
3,972
32,499
5,000
60,288

TOTAL INCOME

707,839

509,446

268,886
13,477
10,900
192,050

294,572

INCOME

17,399
171,410

EXPENSES

Employee Benefits
TOBI Benefits
Depreciation & Amortisation
Other expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES
OPERATING PROFIT

485,313

13,153
141,804
449,529

222,526

59,917

200,511
255,835
456,346

76,184
185,339
261,522

TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES

200,511
255,835
456,346

76,184
185,339
261,522

NET SURPLUS/DEFICIT
(Budgeted)
(Post-COVID budgeted)

222,526
-112,623
N/A

59,917

OTHER INCOME
Grant and Project Income
DAWR NRM TSIC Income
TOTAL OTHER INCOME
OTHER EXPENSES
Grant and Project Income
DAWR NRM TSIC Income
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9,294
66,578

Application of AASB 1058 to audited financials
For the 2021 TSIC Audit, the TSIC auditor BDO

Subsequently, the 2021 audited financial reports

were required to apply new requirements

include project liability funds as revenue on the

defined under AASB 1058. This accounting

Profit and Loss Statement, whereas the TSIC

standard simplifies the income recognition

management Financial Reports detailed above

requirements

not-for-profit

keep these funds as a liability only, not revenue.

entities. This standard was also applied in

This has created a significant discrepancy

2020.

between the audited financial statements and the

that

apply

to

reality of our management financial statements.
In simplistic terms, the application of this new
standard would require monies obtained as

It must also be noted that BDO applied the new

milestone payments during 2021 and prior as

AASB 1058 standards backdated to the 2019

part of any project grant deeds to be included

audited finances and in the 2020 audit.

as revenue during the 2021 year. That is unless

A summary of the formal 2021 and 2020 Audited

the grant deed or any project plan associated

Financial Statements, which include project

with a grant deed clearly identifies that the

liabilities as income, is provided in the table

monies are allocated to spend in any future

below. If members would like a copy of the full

financial year.

audit report, it will be provided upon request

PROFIT AND LOSS

2021

2020

Revenue
Expenses

1,012,271
931,659

1,027,205
702,001

Net Current Year Surplus

80,612

325,204

BALANCE SHEET

2021

2020

TOTAL ASSETS

2,552,061

2,146,300

TOTAL LIABILITIES

566,255

241,106

NET ASSETS

1,985,806

1,905,194

EQUITY

1,905,194

1,579,990

Surplus/Deficit for the year

80,612

325,204

TOTAL EQUITY

1,985,806

1,905,194
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Projects
Report

Seafood Industry
Teacher Capacity
Building Program
(SITCAP)

On the 19th February 2021, the Tasmanian

As part of the program, guest presenters from

Seafood Industry Council, in conjunction with

IMAS, DPIPWE (now NRET), Oysters Tas and

NRM South, hosted the first Seafood Industry

sector groups gave insight to their roles within

Teacher Capacity Building Program (SITCAP)

industry. Teachers then visited the Huon

event as part of the Tasmanian Smart Seafood

Aquaculture remote feeding room, enjoyed

Program (TSSP).

lunch at Tas Gourmet Seafoods, toured the
SALCO rock lobster facility and witnessed the

Marine Science and Aquaculture Teachers

on the ground operations of Barilla Bay and

from

Candy Abalone.

across

Tasmania

were

invited

to

participate, with some 26 teachers spending
the day learning more about how the seafood

This capacity building event is an important

industry in Tasmania is managed. With

step in developing a collaborative working

presentations from research, management

relationship between education and the

and compliance, participants gained a unique

seafood industry.

insight into how seafood is caught, grown,
processed, researched and managed in

The TSSP is funded by the Australian

Tasmania.

Department of Agriculture, Water and the
Environment through round one of the
National Landcare Program’s Smart Farming
Partnerships
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Stay Afloat 2021
Seafood Awards
The seafood industry celebrated the 8th
biennial Stay Afloat Tasmanian Seafood
Industry Awards at the LongHouse in Hobart
on Friday 8th October. Tickets sold out in
record time as everyone was eager to attend
the occasion. Eleven awards were presented,
with the winners representing the elite
performers of the Tasmanian seafood industry.
The night showcased the high calibre of
industry talent, both in business and on the
menu. Two awards were handed out in
recognition of 15 years of service to TSIC as
well as two ‘in recognition’ awards for their
outstanding contribution to the Tasmanian
seafood industry.
The award evening provided an opportunity to
bring into focus Stay Afloat, TSIC’s mental
health initiative partnership with Rural Alive
and Well. Jimmy and Nath served as the MCs
for the evening and spoke about their personal
connection to mental health and how
important it is to #drownthestigma.
The event also provided an opportunity for
TSIC to partner with the Nayri Niara aboriginal
enterprise, and showcase the strong connect
between aboriginal Tasmanian’s and Sea
Country.
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#EatMoreSeafood
Campaign
Leading into 2021, TSIC continued to focus on
the messaging of Eat More Seafood – Buy
Local, Support Your Community. TSIC made
good

use

of

Eloise

Emmett’s

2020

photography, using an image for advertising
on the back of Metro buses. Although the bus
ad was intended for display from September
2020 to December of 2020, we can confirm
that there is still one bus displaying the ad.
In June, TSIC commissioned The Lab, a

Bright red cooler bags were developed and

marketing firm, to investigate consumer

distributed, and the TSIC office window sticker

seafood purchasing trends, allowing TSIC to

was displayed throughout 2021.

target the Tasmanian and interstate markets
more directly. Valuable insights from this
report have led TSIC to make more informed
decisions when strategizing for the Eat More
Seafood project. The report was funded
through the Department of State Growth
Trade

Alliance

Grant

SchemeEat

More

Seafood received $150,000 of funding from
the Government, to last 2 years in line with the
Building our Fisheries Policy.
Since December, TSIC have produced inhouse instructional recipe cards for the
humane dispatch of live rock lobsters. These
were distributed to our members (upon
request) in the lead up to Easter 2022. In
addition, TSIC engaged ex-Masterchef, Sabina
Newton, to produce easy to follow recipes for
digital and printed distribution. Four recipes
have been published as a result of this
collaboration.

These

recipe

cards

were

developed in response to issues highlighted
in The Lab market research report.
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Seafood Trails
In 2021 Seafood Trails was heavily promoted as
a platform to connect grass roots operators and
seafood wholesale, retail, and food service
outlets with consumers.
Seafood Trails was granted $150,000 over a 3year period in line with the Building our
Fisheries Policy.
This money has been used to upgrade and
makeover the Seafood Trails site in preparation
for a relaunch in 2022. Seafood Trails is now
more business friendly, more user friendly, and
more visually attractive.
The re-launch is especially important for TSIC
members recovering from Covid-19 and from
the ongoing Chinese market disruption.
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Tasmanian
Ocean Business
Incubator (TOBI)
Tasmania’s

seafood

is

a

premium

global

product, contributing around $1.6 Billion to
Tasmania’s Gross State Product in 201718.Nonetheless, Tasmania’s seafood industries
are vulnerable to global market downturns and
geopolitical manoeuvring. TSIC is working to
increase the resilience of our industry by
supporting and furthering blue ocean thinking
around seafood and the seafood supply chain.
In 2021, the Tasmanian government asked TSIC
to study the benefits to Tasmania of an ocean
business incubator. With a steering committee
comprising Todd Babiak (Chief Executive, Brand
Tasmania),

Ian

Resources,

NRE),

Dutton
Julian

(Director,

Marine

Harrington

(Chief

Executive, TSIC), Emily Ogier (Research Fellow –
Social

Science,

IMAS)

and

Chris

Oldfield

(International Trade and Investment Executive),
the TOBI (Tasmanian Ocean Business Incubator)
feasibility study examines business clusters and
business incubators from across the globe,
seeking lessons we can apply to a Tasmanian
seafood business incubator. TOBI’s terms of
reference call for a business hub offering peer-topeer business consulting, business incubation
and market development services and small
grants to ‘seafood makers’ at all stages of the
seafood supply chain.

Why do we need TOBI?
Our

work

has

shown

how

important

incubators are in creating new value through
new markets, new products, and new services.
Iceland’s experience is instructive. Since 2012,
nearly $800 million has been added to
Iceland’s economy (ca. 3%) by new businesses
and

collaborations

formed

through

the

Iceland Ocean Cluster (a seafood-focused
business incubator).
Driven by a philosophy of ‘no waste’, the
Iceland Ocean Cluster actively encourages
and supports businesses and entrepreneurs
developing new products and services from
fish and fish by-products.Completely new
markets are being created from the same
catch (often through innovative uses for byproducts), reducing landfill and other wastage.
The value of Iceland’s fish harvest continues to
increase in real dollars, even as its overall
catch size declines (in 30 years, the per tonne
value of Iceland’s catch has increased by more
than 50% in today’s dollars).
Iceland’s success is particularly germane for
Tasmania; both are maritime states, have
economies of comparable size, have similar
population numbers, and have seafood as a
significant

state

industry.

Importantly,

Iceland’s fisheries resemble ours, with many
small,

often

individual,

or

single-family

operators, and a few large corporate entities.
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Tasmanian
Ocean Business
Incubator (TOBI)
Both small and large operators tend to work in

Once we complete the feasibility study,

silos, with a single discrete strong-tie networks

towards the end of 2022, TSIC will work

(the family, the business) and few or no weak-tie

towards realising Tasmania’s seafood-

networks (other families, other operations with

focused business incubator. Starting small,

similar or related products, the ‘industry’).

we will establish a location for TOBI where we
can help our partners develop their ideas, we

Whereas strong-tie networks are important for

can encourage more serendipitous seafood

the business you are in (you need to trust those

industry networking and collaborating, and

you are working with on a day-to-day basis),

we can support Tasmanian seafood

weak-tie networks are crucial for developing

entrepreneurs create value for Tasmania and

new products, services, or businesses (here is

Tasmanian communities.

where you find the knowledge, expertise, and
mentoring you need to develop your idea).
Successful entrepreneurs need both strong-tie
and weak-tie networks; Incubators provide a link
between the two.
TOBI is envisioned as a physical and virtual
space for our seafood entrepreneurs. It will foster
collaborations and innovation within and across
ocean businesses, creating new strong- and
weak- tie networks. By leveraging Tasmanian’s
expertise, knowledge, and creativity in the ocean
sector, TOBI will help generate new Tasmanian
businesses and new jobs for Tasmanians.
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TSIC Board
Members
Lindsay Newman (President)
Bryan Denny (Vice-President)
Rod Shelley (Treasurer)
Rodney Herweynen (Director)
Timothy Hess (Director)
Christopher Parker (Director)
Paul Richardson (Director)
Gregory Quinn (Director – since April 2021)
Robert Rattray (Director – since April 2021)
Julian Harrington (Company Secretary)
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TSIC STAFF
Julian Harrington - Chief Executive
Michelle Sims - Finance and Administration Manager
Emma Woodcock - Project Manager (until August 2021)
Grace Isdale - Project Officer (until January 2021)

NEW STAFF PROFILES
Courtney Quinn-McCabe - Project Manager
(Events and Communication)
Courtney joined the TSIC team in May 2021. Courtney
completed a Bachelor of Business majoring in Management
and Tourism at the University of Tasmania. She also
completed a diploma of Project Management at the Institute
of Project Management. She enjoys gardening, cooking, and
enjoying the company of friends and family.

Jane McGann – Project Manager (TOBI)
Jane joined the TSIC team as Project Manager in October,
2021. Jane completed a Bachelor of Science (Hons) at the
University of Tasmania, a Doctor of Philosophy from the
University of Cambridge, and a Masters in Business
Administration from Michigan State University. Jane enjoys
eating seafood, rowing and tae kwon do.

Rachael Leer – Project Manager
(Eat More Seafood and Seafood Trails)
Rachael joined the TSIC team in December 2021. Rachael
has completed a Bachelor of Sound and Music Design at the
University of Technology Sydney and a Master of
Architectural Science (Audio and Acoustics) at the University
of Sydney. Rachael is currently completing an Associate
Degree in Applied Science (Sustainable Aquaculture) at the
University of Tasmania. She enjoys playing soccer, taking
photographs, and experimenting with new recipes.
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